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In this paper we evaluate the rotational viscosity and the two spin viscosities for liquid water using
equilibrium molecular dynamics. Water is modeled via the flexible SPC/Fw model where the
Coulomb interactions are calculated via the Wolf method which enables the long simulation times
required. We find that the rotational viscosity is independent of the temperature in the range from
284 to 319 K. The two spin viscosities, on the other hand, decrease with increasing temperature and
are found to be two orders of magnitude larger than that estimated by Bonthuis et al. Phys. Rev.
Lett. 103, 144503 2009 We apply the results from molecular dynamics simulations to the
extended Navier–Stokes equations that include the coupling between intrinsic angular momentum
and linear momentum. For a flow driven by an external field the coupling will reduce the flow rate
significantly for nanoscale geometries. The coupling also enables conversion of rotational electrical
energy into fluid linear momentum and we find that in order to obtain measurable flow rates the
electrical field strength must be in the order of 0.1 MV m−1 and rotate with a frequency of more
than 100 MHz. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3490664
I. INTRODUCTION
In the fluid dynamical description of macroscopic sys-
tems the coupling of the fluid’s molecular details to the hy-
drodynamical degrees of freedom are usually disregarded be-
cause the former can often safely be ignored. However, this
coupling does exist1–3 and recently Hansen et al.4–6 and Bon-
thuis et al.7 showed via molecular dynamics that the cou-
pling between the molecular intrinsic angular momentum
and the fluid translational motion can become important on
small length scales. Hansen et al.4–6 studied simple flows of
fluids composed of linear molecules, such as low density
alkenes, and concluded that for such systems the flow rate is
significantly reduced for confinements of the order of 10 nm.
In their very interesting work Bonthuis et al.7 showed that by
applying a rotational electrical field to a system composed of
molecules with an electrical dipole moment the molecular
intrinsic angular momentum can be converted into transla-
tional motion. This conversion is most effective on small
length scales due to the large field strengths required.
To include the molecular intrinsic angular momentum
into the fluid dynamical description, one needs a total of four
phenomenological coefficients for an incompressible isotro-
pic fluid: i the shear viscosity, ii the rotational viscosity,
and iii and iv the two spin viscosities. These coefficients
are defined via the corresponding linear constitutive
relations. For a fluid composed of uniaxial molecules the
rotational viscosity r is given via
2,3
Pd = − r u − 2 , 1
where Pd is the vector dual of the antisymmetric part of the
pressure tensor, u is the velocity field, and  is the angular
velocity field. The rotational viscosity thus describes the de-
cay of the antisymmetric stress: this process is a fast local
process and originates from molecular intrinsic angular mo-
mentum relaxation. The spin viscosities 0 and r are in gen-
eral given by the relations8
Qos = − 20os and Qd = − r . 2
Here Qos is the traceless symmetric part of the couple tensor
and Qd is the vector dual of the antisymmetric part of the
couple tensor. The spin viscosities are both related to angular
momentum diffusion.6,8
In the work by Bonthuis et al.7 the authors estimated the
sum of the two spin viscosities to be 0+r=a2r, where a
is the diameter of the water molecule. However, this scaling
law is not likely to be very accurate and will significantly
effect the prediction of the coupling between the microscopic
and hydrodynamical degrees of freedom.9 In this paper we
calculate the rotational and spin viscosities of water at dif-
ferent temperatures using equilibrium molecular dynamics
EMD simulations. The EMD data show orders of magni-
tude difference with the scaling law used by Bonthuis et al.
We then insert the calculated values of the viscosities in the
extended Navier–Stokes equations that include the molecular
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intrinsic angular momentum and analyze two simple nano-
fluidic flows, namely, a planar Poiseuille flow and a flow
generated by a rotating electrical field.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
present the applied water model and it will be explained how
the viscosities are calculated. In Sec. III we present the re-
sults and in Sec. IV we discuss the two different flows. The
final section is devoted to conclusions.
II. METHOD
The water molecules are modeled via the SPC/Fw
model.10 Compared to the rigid SPC, SPC/E, TIP3P, and
TIP4P models, this model predicts several quantities more
accurately, for example, self-diffusivity, shear viscosity, and
the critical point.10,11 The SPC/Fw model is a flexible three-
site model that allows for the hydrogen-oxygen covalent
bond to vibrate as well as bond bending. Thus, the potential
energy for the system can be written as
U = 
pairs
ULJrij + 
bonds
Ubrii
+ 
angles
Uai + 
pairs
UCrij , 3
where rij is the distance between atom  in molecule i and
atom  in molecule j, and i is the bond angle in water
molecule i. The pair potential, ULJ, is given by the truncated
and shifted Lennard-Jones potential
ULJrij = 4 	
rij
	12 −  	
rij
	6
 − Urc if rij 
 rc.
4
Here 	 is a length scale,  is an energy scale, rc=2.844	 is
the critical cutoff, and Urc is the unshifted potential. It is
only the oxygen atoms that interact via the Lennard-Jones
potential. The bond stretching potential between the hydro-
gen and oxygen atoms is given by the harmonic spring po-
tential
Ubrii =
1
2ksrii − lb
2
, 5
where ks is the spring constant and lb is the zero-force or
equilibrium bond length. The bending potential will here be
given by the asymmetric potential
Uai =
1
2kcos i − cos 0
2
, 6
where k is the force bending constant and 0 is the equilib-
rium bending angle. To account for the Coulomb potential
we have applied the Wolf approximation method12,13 which
enables one to carry out the necessary long simulation runs.
The damped Wolf potential for charge neutral molecules
without intramolecular Coulomb interactions reads13
UCrij = zizj erfcwrij
rij
2 −  erfcwrcrc
+
2w

exp− wrc2	 rij
rc
− 1	
 , 7
if rij
rc and where w is the damping parameter and zi is
the partial atomic charge. We use z=−0.82e and z=0.41e for
oxygen and hydrogen, respectively, e being the elementary
charge. Table I lists the different parameter values.
The systems were prepared by compressing a very dilute
gas composed of 243 water molecules into a liquid with the
desired density while the equations of motion were inte-
grated forward in time using a leap-frog integration scheme17
with a time step of 0.8314 fs. The simulations were carried
out in the NVT-ensemble via an atomic Nosé–Hoover
thermostat.18,19 After equilibration the molecular pressure
tensor P and couple tensor Q were calculated in order to
evaluate the transport coefficients. The microscopic expres-
sions for the tensors and the corresponding equations for the
transport coefficients are given by Evans et al.,8,20 however,
since this may not be common knowledge we will here
briefly state the important results. The Irving–Kirkwood defi-
nition of the molecular pressure tensor is21
P =
1
Vi pipimi + i ji rijFij
 , 8
where V is the system volume, pi is the center of mass mo-
mentum of molecule i, rij =ri−r j, where ri is the center of
mass of i, and mi is the mass of i. Fij is the force acting on
molecule i due to j and is given by Fij =i jFij, where
Fij is the force between atom  in molecule i and atom 
in molecule j. The couple tensor is given by8
TABLE I. Parameter values, self-diffusivity, and shear viscosity for the rigid and flexible SPC models using the PME and Wolf methods. For this work the
density is 994.61 kg m−3 and pressure is around 49 MPa, which is close to the SPC model pressure Ref. 14. The uncertainties are standard errors.
ks
kJ mol−1 nm−2
k
kJ mol−1 rad−2
lb
nm
0
rad
w
nm−1
U at 300 K
kJ mol−1
D at 298.16 K
10−9 m2 s−1
0 at 300.2 K
10−3 Pa s
SPC/Fw Wolfa 7047.7 317.78 0.1 1.97 1.896 39.52 2.680.01 0.670.03
SPC PMEb ¯ ¯ 0.1 1.911 ¯ 41.69 4.02 0.4
SPC/Fw PMEc 7028.4 317.78 0.101 1.976 ¯ ¯ 2.35 0.75
Experimentd ¯ ¯ 0.097 1.83 ¯ ¯ 2.3 0.85
aThis work.
bReferences 10, 13, and 14.
cReference 10.
dReferences 15 and 16.
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Q = 1
Vi pisi + i ji rijij
 . 9
Here si is the angular momentum of molecule i and ij is the
torque on i due to j, i.e.,
si =
1
mi

i
miRi  vi
and
ij = 
i
Ri j Fij
 , 10
where Ri=ri−ri and mi and vi are the mass and velocity
of atom  in molecule i, respectively. To evaluate the rota-
tional and spin viscosities the pressure tensor and the couple
tensor are decomposed into traceless symmetric and antisym-
metric parts
Pa = 12 P − PT, Qos =
1
2 Q + QT −
1
3 trQ
and
Qa = 12 Q − QT , 11
where superscript T denotes the transpose of the tensor and
trQ is the trace of Q. From P and Q one can alternatively
obtain the dual vectors of the antisymmetric parts via the
Levi–Civita tensor , e.g., for the pressure tensor
Pd = 12:PT = Pyz
a
,Pzx
a
,Pxy
a  . 12
From the pressure and couple tensors it is possible to
calculate the rotational and spin viscosities. Evans and
Hanley20 pointed out that the rotational viscosity cannot be
expressed via a Green–Kubo relation, because it describes a
wave-vector independent process, namely, the relaxation of
molecular intrinsic angular momentum. It can, however, be
found by solving the generalized Langevin equation.22 Evans
and Hanley20 also showed that the Laplace transform of the
rotational viscosity kernel, ˜rs, for fluids composed of lin-
ear molecules is given by
˜rs =
C˜ rs
1 −
4
I
C˜ rs
s
, 13
where  is the density, I is the molecular moment of inertia
per unit mass, and C˜ rs is the Laplace transform
C˜ rs =
V
kBT

0

e−stCrtdt , 14
Crt is the autocorrelation function ACF of the antisym-
metric part of the pressure tensor
Crt =
1
3ij Pij
a 0Pij
a t . 15
Here the sum runs over the xy, xz, and yz off-diagonal
tensor elements. Equation 13 is not particularly useful since
there exists a singularity for 4C˜ rs / Is=1. Evans and
Hanley therefore suggested to invert the problem by express-
ing C˜ rs in terms of ˜rs,
C˜ rs =
s˜rs
s +
4
I
˜rs
. 16
By proposing a functional form for ˜rs is then possible to
fit Eq. 16 to EMD data and thereby extract the rotational
viscosity. We will do so in Sec. III. The spin viscosities are
given directly via the Green–Kubo integral8
0 =
V
kBT

0
 1
3ij Qij
os 0Qijos tdt , 17a
r =
V
kBT

0
 1
3ij Qij
a 0Qija tdt . 17b
Again, the sums run over the xy, xz, and yz
elements.23,24 We will denote the ACFs under the integrals
C0t and Crt, respectively.
After the equilibration phase, the ACFs were sampled
over a time span of 17 ps. For each temperature 900 samples
were taken giving around 20106 time steps per state point.
On an Intel 2.4 GHz CPU this took approximately six days.
III. RESULTS
Since we have applied a slightly different method to
evaluate the angle bending forces and the Coulomb interac-
tion, we first compare the total potential energy, self-
diffusivity, and shear viscosity with previously published
data. Table I shows the comparison with EMD simulations
where the Coulomb interactions are computed via the par-
ticle mesh Ewald PME method. In this work, the self-
diffusivity and shear viscosity are found from the standard
Green–Kubo integral. It is seen that the SPC/Fw model pre-
dicts the diffusivity and shear viscosity far better than the
classical SPC model. The PME method is slightly better to
predict the fluid properties than the Wolf approximation,
however, this method requires longer simulation times in or-
der to obtain reliable values of the spin viscosities due to the
slow convergence of the integrals in Eq. 17. It is worth
mentioning that the extended SPC model, SPC/E, yields ap-
proximately the same values for the shear viscosity using the
PME method as the SPC/Fw Wolf model.10 We also refer
the reader to Gonzáles and Abascal25 where it is shown that
the TIP4P/2005 model is in very good agreement with ex-
perimental data of the viscosity for three different tempera-
tures. However, to our knowledge no extensive comparison
of different transport properties has been made between the
SPC/Fw and the TIP4P/2005 water models, i.e., it cannot yet
be concluded which one of these perform the best.
The ACFs for the antisymmetric part of pressure tensor,
Crt, the symmetric part of the couple tensor, C0t, and
antisymmetric part of the couple tensor, Crt, are plotted in
Fig. 1a as functions of time for T=292.4 K. As noted ear-
lier, C0t and Crt have long decay times compared to
Crt; we have found the decay time to be around 16–17 ps
for T=284 K, which is the lowest temperature in this work.
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The frequency dependence of the spin viscosities can be
found from the one-sided Fourier transform or complex vis-
cosities. For example, the transform of C0t is written as
C0
  = C0  + iC0  = 0

C0te
−itdt , 18
where C0  and C0  are the real and imaginary parts of
the complex spin viscosity. To remove the effect of the trun-
cation of the ACFs and the poor signal to noise ratio at large
times the data are smoothed with a Hann window26 before
Fourier transforming. In Fig. 1b the real part of the com-
plex spin viscosities have been plotted as functions of fre-
quency. It is observed that the viscoelastic response as mani-
fested in angular momentum fluxes appears around 60 GHz.
This is also where the shear viscosity shows a viscoelastic
response.
Evans and Hanley20 assumed a Lorentzian type func-
tional form for the rotational viscosity in Laplace space,
namely,
˜rs =
r
1 + s
, 19
where r= ˜r0 and  is the relaxation time. This expression
is actually closely related to the Maxwell model for the fre-
quency dependent viscosity. Substituting this into Eq. 16
one obtains
C˜ rs =
rs
4r/I + s + s2
. 20
To find r one can fit Eq. 20 to the Laplace transformed
simulation data for Crt, however, as stated above this is
only strictly valid for linear molecules where I is given by
the principle moment of inertia per unit mass, Ip, as I
=2Ip /3. Water is not a linear molecule, but we will assume
that it can be treated as approximately linear with an effec-
tive principle moment of inertia Ip. This quantity can be
found by Taylor expanding Eq. 20 around s=0
C˜ rs =
1
4
Is +
1
16
2
r
s2 + Os3 . 21
The first order coefficient can be calculated directly from
simulation data, i.e., in the limit of s→0 we obtain I
=4C˜ s /. The apparent moment of inertia per unit mass is
found to be 8.410−22 m2. For comparison, if one approxi-
mates the water molecule to be a linear molecule, i.e., with a
bonding angle of 180°, the moment of inertia is 8.33
10−22 m2. Bertolini and Tani27 found the relaxation time
=0.08 ps which we will use throughout. Figure 2 compares
the least squares fit of Eq. 20 using only r as fitting pa-
rameter to the Laplace transformed data for Crt. As it can
be seen, the fit shows good agreement over a large range of
s. It should be noted that many other functional forms for
˜rs have been tested without improving the fit.
Table II summarizes the main results from the EMD
simulations. It is seen that the rotational viscosity does not
vary significantly in the temperature range studied here, that
is, the relaxation of angular momentum into linear momen-
tum is temperature independent in this interval. Since the
shear viscosity decreases with temperature the rule-of-thumb
stating that the ratio between the rotational and shear viscosi-
ties around 0.120,27 is indeed compromised for higher tem-
peratures. The spin viscosities decrease with respect to tem-
perature which is likely due to the less cohesive state of the
fluid for higher temperatures as is the case for the shear
viscosity. The temperature dependence of the spin viscosities
has been found to fit both a linear and weak exponential
function well and additional data are needed in order to es-
tablish an exact empirical functional dependence. It is also
noted that the spin viscosities are around two orders of mag-
nitude larger than the value used by Bonthuis et al.,7 which is
an important result, because this will increase the effect from
the coupling between the angular momentum and the fluid
linear momentum considerably. We stress that Bonthuis et al.
use a simple scaling law that relates the spin viscosities with
the rotational viscosity. While the assumption seems reason-
able at first, there is no theoretical or empirical justification
for this relation. Recall, the rotational viscosity and the spin
viscosities describe two different phenomena. According to
our knowledge this work is the first to evaluate the spin
viscosities of water directly, and without any assumptions,
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FIG. 1. a Normalized ACFs of the antisymmetric part
of the pressure tensor circles, the symmetric part of
the couple tensor squares, and the antisymmetric part
of the couple tensor triangles. Only short time behav-
ior is shown. The lines serve as guide to the eyes. b
Normalized real part of the Fourier transform of the
symmetric part of the couple tensor squares and the
antisymmetric part of the couple tensor triangles as
functions of frequency. 0=600 GHz. The lines serve
as guide to the eyes. For both a and b the tempera-
ture is 292.4 K.
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FIG. 2. Least squares fit full line of Eq. 20 to the Laplace transformed
simulation data of Cr circles. In this fit r=1.710
−4 Pa s. =0.08 ps
and I=8.410−22 m2 as discussed in the text. The temperature is T
=292.4 K.
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using the Green–Kubo formalism. It is therefore not possible
to do any detailed comparison of the data with previous pub-
lished results.
IV. APPLICATION: WATER FLOW IN NANOCHANNELS
Having evaluated the relevant transport coefficients it is
possible to quantitatively analyze the effects of molecular
rotation on the fluid velocity field. In this section we will
study two different systems where water is confined in a
nanoslit pore: i one in which the water flows through the
pore due to an external constant gradient force like pressure
driven planar Poiseuille flow and ii one where a rotating
homogeneous electrical field is applied to the system. The
latter situation has been discussed by Bonthuis et al.,7 how-
ever, in their analysis they used different values of the rota-
tional and spin viscosities.
A. Flow reduction in a planar Poiseuille flow
Consider a fluid confined between parallel walls located
at h with h0 such that the z direction is the only direc-
tion of confinement and the walls are infinite in extent in the
x ,y-plane. The water molecules are assumed to be uniaxial
with apparent moment of inertia per unit mass I, as discussed
above in Sec. III. The fluid may be subjected to a constant
external force Fe per unit mass in the x direction and con-
stant torque y per unit mass normal to the x ,z-plane. If Fe
and y are sufficiently small the extended Navier–Stokes
equations read8

ux
t
= Fe + 0 + r
2ux
z2
− 2r
y
z
, 22a
I
y
t
= y + 2r uxz − 2y	 + 
2y
z2
, 22b
where ux is the x vector element of the streaming velocity
field, y is y vector element of the angular velocity field, and
=0+r.
In the case where y =0 and where the no-slip boundary
conditions are applied, i.e., uxh=yh=0, Eq. 22
can be solved analytically.28 Furthermore, it has been shown
that the relative flow rate reduction due to internal molecular
rotation is given by29
1 −
Q
QP = −
3rtanhKh − Kh
tanhKh0 + rKh2
, 23
where K=4r0 / 0+r and QP and Q are the flow rates
for r0 and r=0, respectively, i.e., when the coupling is
included and when it is ignored. Equation 23 is plotted in
Fig. 3 as a function of pore width for water. It can be seen
that there exists a surprisingly large flow reduction for small
pore widths. This means that the coupling between the mo-
lecular rotation and the hydrodynamical degrees of freedom
must be considered to give a correct prediction of the flow
rate on these length scales. This result is also valid for non-
zero slip length.
B. Flow generation
In the next scenario we let a uniform electrical field, E,
act on the system. As a first approximation it is assumed that
the fluid electrical dipole moment per unit mass, pel, is ho-
mogeneous and described by the linear relation
dpel
dt
=
1
el
E − pel , 24
where el is the dipolar relaxation time and  is the polariz-
ability per unit mass of the fluid. In Eq. 24 the contribution
from the fluid alignment to the electrical field is ignored and
the relation is only strictly valid for sufficiently small elec-
trical field strength. The electrical field exerts a torque on the
fluid given by =pelE. For a stationary electrical field the
TABLE II. The rotational and spin viscosities for different temperatures at density of 994.61 kg m−3. The last
column shows the ratio between the rotational and shear viscosity. The uncertainties are standard errors. We
note that for TIP4P Bertolini and Tani Ref. 27 find r=0.190.0410−3 Pa s at T=245 K and T=298 K.
T
K
0
10−3 Pa s
r
10−3 Pa s
0
10−21 kg m s−1
r
10−21 kg m s−1 r /0
284 0.920.09 0.170.03 1.40.1 1.60.2 0.19
289 0.830.09 0.170.02 1.20.1 1.50.2 0.20
293 0.760.04 0.170.02 1.20.2 1.40.1 0.22
299 0.70.1 0.170.03 0.90.1 1.20.2 0.24
305 0.610.05 0.160.04 0.930.09 1.20.2 0.27
309 0.560.08 0.1640.003 0.830.07 1.00.2 0.29
313 0.540.06 0.1610.001 0.80.1 0.90.1 0.29
319 0.480.04 0.1600.002 0.70.1 0.920.08 0.33
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FIG. 3. The rotational viscosity-induced flow rate reduction 1−Q /Qp, Eq.
23, vs channel height for Poiseuille flow in a nanoslit. Here 0
=1.1−21 kg m s−1, r=1.410−21 kg m s−1, r=1.710−4 Pa s, and 0=1
10−3 Pa s corresponding to water at T=298 K.
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torque decays in the order of the dipolar relaxation time, el,
thus to keep a constant torque we can apply a rotating field in
the x ,z-plane which is relevant for our geometry, i.e., we
have
E = Ex,Ez = E0cost,sint . 25
E0 is the field amplitude. Note that for sufficiently small field
strengths, and with pel= px , pz, the resulting torque is nor-
mal to the x ,z-plane and we can write this as
y = pzEx − pxEz. 26
Figure 4 shows an illustration of the system.
We assume that one of the walls is coated with a hydro-
phobic material and the other wall with a hydrophilic mate-
rial. This will lead to different slip lengths, namely, Ls and
Ls, respectively, and introduce an average unidirectional
mean flow. To study this further the extended Navier–Stokes
equations, Eq. 22, have been solved numerically setting
Fe=0 and by applying the mixed boundary conditions
Ls uxz z=−h = − u− h, Ls uz z=+h = − u+ h
and
yh = 0. 27
The slip length at z=−h, Ls is defined as the z value where
tangent line tz=zu z=−hz+u−h crosses the z axis, thus, at
the lower boundary Ls0 for our geometry. Using the same
definition for Ls means that Ls0. The classical no-slip
boundary condition for y is based on results from molecu-
lar dynamics simulations.4 Figure 5 shows the resulting ve-
locity and angular velocity profiles for water confined in a
nanoslit pore where the field strength is 3.0105 V m−1 and
where =200 MHz. We note that the dielectric breakdown
of water is roughly 10106 V m−1.31 It is seen that due to
the different slip lengths a mean unidirectional flow is gen-
erated by the rotating field. One can increase the flow by
increasing the electrical field or the field frequency. It should
be mentioned that the conversion of angular momentum into
linear momentum is possible on larger length scales, how-
ever, it is a practical problem to obtain sufficiently large
electrical field strengths when the pore width increases.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have, for the first time, calculated the
rotational viscosity and the spin viscosities for the flexible
SPC/Fw water model for different temperatures. It is found
that the rotational viscosity is almost independent of tem-
perature in the range 284–319 K, whereas the spin viscosi-
ties decrease for increasing temperature. The spin viscosities
are orders of magnitude larger than what may be expected
from simple scaling laws.7 This result leads to a significant
increase in the effect from the coupling between the angular
momentum and linear momentum.
In Fig. 3 we have shown that for a simple planar Poi-
seuille flow of water in nanoslits, the flow rate reduction is a
noticeable 5% already at slit heights of 200 nm, it rises to
15% for a 100 nm channel and increases dramatically to 50%
at 20 nm, a channel height that is routinely fabricated
today.32,33 In the nanofluidic community there has been a
great deal of focus on the slip boundary condition, which is
believed to be the mechanism behind the large flow enhance-
ment of water through carbon nanotubes.34 While the slip
phenomenon is promising in that it indicates that satisfactory
flow rates are indeed obtainable in nanochannels, the cou-
pling behavior has the opposite effect. Thus, in order to pre-
dict the flow rate accurately, the coupling between the mo-
lecular intrinsic angular momentum and the fluid linear
momentum must be included for sufficiently small length
scales.
It is possible to define a characteristic length as l
=0+r /0. This is a measure of the length scale at which
the angular momentum diffusion becomes important com-
pared to the linear momentum diffusion. For water at the
state points studied here this characteristic length is around
1.7 nm. We stress that for sufficiently small channel widths
smaller than 3–5 nm, spatial correlations may become im-
portant leaving the local constitutive relations given in Eqs.
1 and 2 invalid. Furthermore, for such high degree of
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FIG. 4. Illustration of flow generation using a rotating electrical field, Et.
The water molecules have a permanent electrical dipole, here denoted pel
which is not perfectly aligned with the field due to thermal fluctuations.
The velocity profile is indicated by the dotted line and illustrates the oppo-
site flow directions as shown by the thick black arrows.
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FIG. 5. a Calculated streaming velocity profile uxz
and b angular velocity profile yz for water con-
fined in a 100 nm nanoslit pore. The electrical field
strength is E0=3.0105 V m−1 and rotates with fre-
quency =200 MHz. The transport coefficients are the
same as in Fig. 3, I is set to 8.410−22 m2,
Ls=−80 nm and Ls=0 nm Ref. 30. From Bonthuis et
al. Ref. 7 we have used el=110−11 s and =5.28
10−13 C s /kg2.
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confinement the system is largely anisotropic. Therefore, in
order to correctly predict the flow rate reduction for such a
system one would have to treat the four kernels as tensorial
quantities due to the anisotropy.
In future molecular dynamics studies of this problem it
would be interesting to see how the results are affected by
the choice of molecular model, by the way the electrostatic
interactions are computed and by change in model param-
eters.
Also, following Bonthuis et al.7 we showed the coupling
can be exploited to generate a unidirectional mean flow. To
realize this one needs i a fast rotating field 100 MHz,
ii large field strengths E01105 V m−1, and iii one
hydrophobic wall and one hydrophilic wall. Especially,
points i and ii pose some practical challenges. An effec-
tive rotational field can be accomplished via a quadrupole,
however, it is questionable whether it is possible to realize
such high frequencies and field strengths in the laboratory.
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